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Differently Design

VALUES
We honor our clients, employees, friends, families, and the planet by giving back as much and as often as possible. Our support for non-profits, educational initiatives, and charitable institutions are at the core of our business.

DEDICATION
Start your transformation with your own dedicated team at Resource. From exploring design solutions, to choosing finishes, to white-glove delivery, we ensure your success at every step.

EXPERTISE
Let us help you uncover the infinitely flexible and delightfully unexpected possibilities of your space. Step into a home that perfectly reflects your lifestyle and needs.

EXPERIENCE
Put our 20 years as industry leaders to work for you. With a network of eight showrooms, Resource is the largest and most comprehensive source for cutting-edge living solutions in North America.

COMMITMENT
We honor our clients, employees, friends, families, and the planet by giving back as much and as often as possible. Our support for non-profits, educational initiatives, and charitable institutions are at the core of our business.

We honor a lifetime warranty on our wall bed systems and options for reinstallation in a new home. This represents our lasting commitment to our clients and to the quality of what we represent.

Live Limitlessly.
Break free from the confines of architectural boundaries. Transform and multiply your space with smart furniture from Resource.

ResourceFurniture.com
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Working With a Resource Designer: Let’s Collaborate!

Remodeling? Downsizing? Trying to live a more edited life?

If you’ve never worked with a designer before, you may be wondering what to expect from your visit, what questions to ask, or what materials to bring. Here are a few things to keep in mind:

Assess
Whatever your goals, determining precisely what you need your furniture to accomplish before your initial visit will not only help your designer match you with the right selection of products, but will also allow you to develop a roadmap as you move forward with your home redesign.

Your Resource designer can help you optimize even the toughest layouts, but the better you can communicate to your designer what you need and want from your space during these early consultative stages, the easier this process will be.

Measure
Prepare for your Resource Furniture showroom visit by taking measurements and photos of the existing room or rooms.

Communicate
Our job is to use our tools and expertise to help you realize the home of your dreams! Look for sources of inspiration and share these with your designer, as this will help you narrow down your product selection and fabric/finish search later on. Our products are highly customizable and made-to-order so your designer can use your inspiration to identify a look that fits your unique design aesthetic.

Every Resource Furniture showroom is fully staffed with a team of experienced designers, equipped with the tools, skills and knowledge to help you realize the true potential of your space, no matter its size. From your initial showroom visit to installation day, your designer’s goal is to ensure your complete satisfaction through every stage of the process, ultimately arriving at a solution that’s uniquely suited for your home and way of life.

After your initial appointment, your Resource Furniture designer can usually provide an in-home consultation to help perfect the final design. Remember, we are here every step of the way to ensure you receive the absolute best in quality and function from your living environment!

Enjoy your new space and your new lifestyle!

EXPERT ADVICE

TIPS:
• For immediate needs, we offer a wide array of Quick Ship items ready for delivery in North America, usually within three weeks.
• Appointments are not required, but highly encouraged as this allows us to tailor your showroom tour around your particular interests and make the most of your valuable time.
• For architects, designers, and other tradespeople, we can provide CAD blocks and SketchUp files to help you streamline your project.

Ready for your visit? Find a showroom nearest you, then call or make an appointment to see how multifunctional furniture systems can completely transform the way you live.
“We didn’t just buy a wall bed – we bought the space it gave us.”

-Desiree I.
Tango Sectional
Queen Wall Bed with Sectional Sofa

Tango Sectional is a vertically opening, queen-size wall bed featuring a modular, sectional sofa. Choose from three arm widths and a variety of sofa components to customize the configuration of freestanding Tango Sectional. Crafted with an extruded aluminum base and integrated cable-assist mechanism, options include independent sliding seats that provide both standard and reclining seating depths, hidden underseat storage, and fitted armrest trays. Coordinating standalone sofas and ottomans are available to complete the collection.

Tango Sectional Features
- Freestanding system
- Three arm width options
- Armrest tray available
- Includes 3 shelves
- Hidden storage
- Adjustable seat depth
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information
5 Tips for Decluttering Your Home

Inundated with stuff but lacking storage — or have you just caught the KonMari tidying bug? Either way, now’s the time to cut through the clutter and tackle your mess.

1. Throw it all out (in the open)
Counterintuitive as it may seem, you’ll need to get messy before you can be clutter-free. The first step to tidying up is assessing what and how much you own, and determining which items are regularly put to use. When all your things are piled up in front of you, not only is it easier to decide what needs to stay and what ought to go, but you also get a true sense of just how much stuff you truly have (and for most of us, it’s a lot).

2. Purge, purge, purge
Remove anything from the pile you no longer use and donate or recycle it. If you find yourself struggling to let go, a good rule of thumb is: if you haven’t used an item in over a year, it’s generally safe to say it won’t be missed.

This holds true for bigger items and furniture, too — consider whether these objects hold real value; you may just find that clearing them out opens entire rooms worth of space.

3. Everything should have a home
When everything you own has a home, finding things becomes much easier — which means you’re less likely to re-purchase objects you already own.

4. Consider your storage options
For those of us with limited square footage, investing in multi-purpose or storage furniture is a great way to maximize space while keeping everyday items out of sight.

5. It’s OK to work in small increments
Airing out all your possessions at once can quickly become overwhelming, so tackle one zone at a time. It could be one room, one cupboard, even one surface. Then, expand this de-cluttering zone at your own pace until it encompasses your entire house.

Bonus Tip: Recruit a Professional
Sometimes, decluttering can be too great a task to tackle on one’s own — especially when experiencing a major life change like moving to a new city, downsizing, or preparing for a big renovation. Professional organizers are great resources for those of us who just don’t know what to keep and what to toss.

If you’re looking to further maximize your available space, the designers at Resource are experts in space-planning. Our design team works one-on-one with clients to help them determine what pieces best suit their storage needs, creating floor plans and 3D renderings that show you how clutter-free and functional your home can look and feel.

Tango Sectional (cont.)
Tango Sofa
Queen Wall Bed with Three- or Four-Seat Sofa

Tango Sofa is a vertically opening, freestanding queen-size wall bed available with a three- or a four-seat sofa. Customize the style and size of Tango Sofa by selecting one of three available arm widths. Crafted with an extruded aluminum base and integrated cable-assist mechanism, optional sliding seats that provide both standard and reclining seat depths are available, as well as armrest covers, coordinating sofas, loveseats, and ottomans.

Tango Sofa Features
- Freestanding system
- Available in two sofa sizes
- Three arm width options
- Armrest tray available
- Includes 3 shelves
- Adjustable seat depth

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings and additional arm options see page 111

- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

Queens Wall Bed/Tango Sofa
Sustainable practices, quality products, a brighter future

Together with Clei, the manufacturer of our premium wall beds, we strive always to consider the planet and the people within our global supply chain just as much as the end consumer – because inevitably, we all benefit equally from sustainable and ethical manufacturing practices.

North American homes, offices and other buildings are responsible for more than one third of the continent’s greenhouse gas pollution output. Living in smaller – and most importantly - more efficient spaces while also constructing smaller and more energy efficient buildings is the cheapest and most economical way to make a dent in greenhouse gas emissions.

The products we sell make living in a smaller footprint not only comfortable, but luxurious and desirable.

When designing their products, Clei carefully sources materials to ensure every component has a minimal negative environmental impact.

Clei uses only CARB Phase II and TSCA Title VI compliant materials in all their products, which certifies that the formaldehyde content is limited to the amount naturally occurring in wood.

Reducing our collective carbon footprint extends far beyond the environmental impact of individual products. While the ingenious design of our products can reduce the need for excessive resource consumption, Resource and Clei are major thought leaders in the movement toward housing innovation, embracing progressive housing alternatives and sustainable living practices.

Poor quality products that fail within a short period of time and require replacement only add to our overtaxed landfills. Resource sells only the highest-quality products that are built to last.

Clei product components are made using ultra-high-tech manufacturing systems, including sealed routing and edgebinding with sawdust recapture and gas by product capture and recycling.

Resource offers a lifetime warranty on Clei mechanisms for residential use and a 7-year warranty for commercial use.

Clei wall beds use only water-based lacquer finishes, which dramatically reduce the release of VOCs (volatile organic compounds) into the environment, compared to the use of solvent-based lacquers. Water-based lacquers are odorless, non-flammable, and have very low toxicity levels.

Integrated LED lighting is available for almost all of our wall beds. LED lighting provides an almost 80% energy savings compared to incandescent bulbs, and 70% energy savings compared to halogen bulbs.
Oslo Sofa
Queen Wall Bed with Sofa

Oslo Sofa wall bed system features a vertically-opening queen bed with an integrated, bench seat sofa, hidden storage under the seat, and an extruded aluminum base with an integrated cable-assist mechanism. Tight back cushions complete the modern aesthetic, while a choice of three arm widths and an optional armrest cover allows for customization. The optional ottoman stores under the bed when open.

Oslo Sofa Features
- Freestanding system
- Three arm width options
- Hidden storage
- Interior LED lighting available

• Optional padded headboard
• Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
• Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information
Make it Do Double Duty

You don’t need a large, single family home with a designated guest bedroom to be an excellent host — with a little creativity, homes of virtually any size can accommodate guests (Graham Hill even managed to fit a guest bed in his 200-square-foot Soho apartment). Your home office, media room, or finished basement or attic can become a perfect guest room with the use of transforming and multi-functional furniture, like storage beds, wall beds, or day beds. The Flex modular sofa, for instance, features movable backrests and reconfigurable sofa islands, so it can be used as a sofa, day bed, or chaise lounge.

Wall Beds: The OG of Transforming Furniture

With lots of additional features like integrated sofas, desks, and dining tables, Resource Furniture wall beds provides the functionality of an extra room. The Circe Sofa, for example, features integrated seven-foot sofa seating when closed, opening to reveal a queen-sized bed for guests. Similarly, the Adam Tavolo features a full-length, integrated writing desk during the day, and a queen bed at night, allowing your guest room to seamlessly transition to a home office in seconds.

Details, Large and Small

Because you aren’t resting there every night, it’s easy to overlook important details and small, finishing touches that make for an exceptionally comfortable guest bedroom — like a premium mattress and high-quality bedding. Invest in a quality, medium-firm mattress, with lots of additional features like integrated sofas, desks, and dining tables, Resource Furniture wall beds provides the functionality of an extra room. The Circe Sofa, for example, features integrated seven-foot sofa seating when closed, opening to reveal a queen-sized bed for guests. Similarly, the Adam Tavolo features a full-length, integrated writing desk during the day, and a queen bed at night, allowing your guest room to seamlessly transition to a home office in seconds.

Adding a variety of throw pillows, quilts and throw blankets will go a long way towards upping the comfort factor; they also allows guests to find their perfect sleeping temperatures — not to mention, they make for great décor.

Bedding is especially important if you’re furnishing your guest space for vacation rental income. High thread count sheets, attractive pillowcases, and a quality down comforter will give your guest room a hotel-like quality that sets your space apart – and keeps your guests coming back.

Your Guide to the Perfect Guest Room

Ready for your visit? Find a showroom nearest you, then call or make an appointment to see how multifunctional furniture systems can completely transform the way you live!

ResourceFurniture.com

Oslo Sofa (cont.)
Oslo Sectional
Queen Wall Bed with Sectional Sofa

Oslo Sectional is a vertically-opening, freestanding queen wall bed system featuring a four-seat sectional sofa with a bench-style seat and tight back cushions. Choose from three arm widths to personalize the size and style. Oslo Sectional is crafted with an extruded aluminum base with an integrated cable-assist mechanism, hidden, underseat storage, optional armrest covers, and an optional ottoman that stores under the open bed.

Oslo Sectional Features
- Freestanding system
- Three arm width options
- Hidden storage
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options.

Dimensions
For larger drawings and additional arm options see page 113.
Penelope 2 Sofa

Penelope 2 Sofa is a vertically-opening, freestanding wall bed featuring a queen-size bed and integrated bench-seat sofa with loose back cushions. Available in two arm widths, Penelope 2 Sofa is available either motorized, or as a manually operated version with a patented soft-open/close piston mechanism. Also available as Penelope 2 Book Sofa, with an interior storage compartment for bedding, and more than 16 linear feet of shelving. (see page 44 for more information about the Book option)

Penelope 2 Sofa Features
- Motorized version available
- Freestanding system
- Two arm styles available
- Available with interior bookshelf (Penelope 2 Book Sofa)
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 114
Circe Sofa
Horizontally Opening Queen Wall Bed with Sofa

Circe Sofa is a freestanding, horizontally-opening wall bed system featuring a queen-size bed and a seven-foot, bench-seat sofa. Utilizing concealed pistons and a patented soft-open/close mechanism, space-saving Circe Sofa is available in two sofa styles and two arm widths. The two shelves above the bed can be omitted to accommodate lower ceiling heights.

Circe Sofa Features
- Freestanding system
- Two arm styles and two sofa styles available
- 14 linear feet of shelving
- Optional folding headboard
- Customizable height
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 115
Swing Sectional is a vertically-opening wall bed system with a queen bed and a nine-foot sofa with a retractable chaise, which provides the choice of an L-shaped or straight sofa configuration as desired. Freestanding Swing Sectional features an extruded aluminum bed base with an integrated cable-assist mechanism, hidden underseat storage, and ten linear feet of shelving.
As a Broadway actor and singer, Adam Kantor is used to sharing small spaces. When he found his 350-square-foot co-op apartment near the East River in New York City’s Midtown, he felt right at home. “My studio is not that much larger than my Fiddler on the Roof dressing room,” says Kantor, referring to his recent role as Motel Kamzoil in the Tony Award-winning classic. “It’s great for somebody like me who lives a gypsy life.” Kantor, who went straight from Northwestern University to starring in the Broadway musical Rent, not only performs, but also teaches and produces, leading him to travel often.

“It’s a lot more elegant and opens up the space.” Inspired to devise his own creative solutions, Kantor disguises his television with a mirror, creating the illusion of a larger room.

Originally from Great Neck, Long Island, Kantor would take the train into Manhattan for theater classes and dreamt of the day he’d finally be a resident. After purchasing his compact apartment, in true New York fashion, Kantor needed to figure out how to maximize the available square footage. That’s when he turned to Resource Furniture. “I did some research, and it seemed like they were leading the way in the small space movement,” says Kantor. “I went to their flagship store and really geeked out over their modular pieces.”

The centerpiece of his pad is the Swing, a queen-size wall bed with a nine-foot sofa and sliding chaise. Boasting additional storage under the sofa, it’s a space-saving innovation that boosts the flexibility of the apartment. Kantor loves it so much that he’s considering taking the Swing with him even if he moves into a larger residence. “Why do we need a bed that sits unused for so much of the day?” he reasons.

Kantor also chose the Goliath, a table that transforms from a 17-inch deep console to a 110-inch dining table thanks to an aluminum telescoping mechanism. This table gives him the option of easily and stylishly entertaining a group of friends. “When it’s just a console against the wall,” he explains, “there’s a perfect yoga studio in my living room. As a performer, it’s important to have the space to move and practice.”

“It’s been almost spiritually cleansing to force myself to declutter.” says Kantor. And thanks to his versatile furniture from Resource, “Living small can be so much more manageable and cost-effective.”
Swing 0
Queen Wall Bed with Sofa

Swing 0 is a freestanding, vertically-opening wall bed featuring a queen-size bed and an integrated two-seat sofa with hidden, underseat storage and loose back cushions. Swing 0 is crafted with an extruded aluminum bed base with integrated cable-assist mechanism, and is available with or without arms.

Swing 0 Features
- Freestanding system
- Optional arms
- Hidden storage
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 117
Nuovoliola 10 is a vertically-opening, queen-size wall bed system with a two-seat sofa and hidden, underseat storage. Freestanding Nuovoliola 10 features an extruded aluminum bed base with integrated cable-assist mechanism, and can be ordered with or without the padded sofa arms.
Ito
Queen Wall Bed with Sofa

Ito is a freestanding queen-size sofa wall bed system with an extruded aluminum bed base and integrated cable-assist feature. Ito boasts a tight-seat sofa with a unique mechanism that both reclines and provides a flip-up footrest, and is available with slim, upholstered arms.

Ito Features
- Freestanding system
- Reclining sofa with footrest
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 119
Two become one... becomes two! Ella & Louis is a “Queen-Plus”-size wall bed with an integrated sofa—but press the hidden release button and watch the Ella & Louis divide into two separate single-sized beds with integrated armchairs. This hyper-flexible system is completely self-standing, so it can be installed virtually anywhere. Ella & Louis is an ideal space solution for vacation homes, guest rooms, or short term rentals where a variety of sleeping arrangements is needed.

Ella & Louis Features

- Freestanding system
- Reclining sofa with footrest
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options.

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 120.
Get to Work ...
...Saving Space
LGM
Queen Wall Bed with Library and Table

LGM is a rotating wall bed with a queen-size bed, pull-out nightstands, and a full-height bookshelf system providing 42 linear feet of shelving. The unique, patented revolving mechanism allows items on the shelves to remain in place when the bed is open. Options include cabinet doors for closed storage, or a five-foot, fold-down desk.

LGM Features
• Full-height bookcase
• Pull-out nightstands
• Optional doors
• Optional fold-down desk

• Optional padded headboard
• Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
• Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information
Upgrade Your Work Space

Enhance and Embrace

As anyone who has had the displeasure of working in a dark and drab cubicle will tell you, our work environment has a significant impact on our mood and productivity. Clean, welcoming work spaces with personalized touches help keep our minds uncluttered and our motivation high. Here we share our tips for designing a workspace that inspires creativity and contentment—and, most importantly, helps you get your work done.

Light the Way
Know that dispiriting feeling that sinks in after working for hours under harsh, fluorescent lights? Lighting is a critical design element, and it’s especially important in a place where you’ll presumably spend most of your daylight hours. For years, research has shown that exposure to natural light during daylight hours has a powerful impact on workplace productivity and overall quality of life. If you’re a telecommuter, or if you have a say in where your office desk is located, consider designing your workspace around a source of natural light. You may find that your mood, mental clarity, and even your sleep patterns improve significantly.

For those of us who can’t access daylight there are many ways to manipulate artificial light to our benefit. Choose a good desk lamp with adequate light to reduce eye strain. To give the illusion of daylight, use LED bulbs with color temperatures of 5000k or higher. These emit white to bluish-white colored light, similar to the color of natural sunlight. Some modern desks feature built-in LED lighting to reduce desk clutter, including our Triplo Freestanding Desk which offers built-in back-lit shelves for a soft and natural glow.

Color Me Happy
While neutral palettes can bring a clean, minimalist aesthetic to the workplace, it’s good to break the monotony with a dash of color in your personal work space, whether in an office or at home. Personalize your deskscape with colorfully framed photos, desk accessories, calendars or vibrant desk screens. If you’re crunched for space, you can opt for functional items like colorful stationary in place of tchotchkes—either way, small pops of color will keep you feeling inspired and give your eyes a break from the drudgery of white and greige.

Dimensions
For larger drawings, table, and door options see page 121

LGM (cont.)
Penelope 2
Queen Wall Bed

Less than 14” deep when closed, Penelope 2 is a vertically-opening, queen-size wall bed that integrates seamlessly into any space. Utilizing concealed pistons and a patented soft-open/close piston mechanism, Penelope 2 is also available motorized, or as Penelope 2 Book (see page 46 for more information), which features a deep, interior storage compartment for bedding, along with more than 16 linear feet of shelving.

Penelope 2 Features
- Available with interior bookshelf (Penelope 2 Book)
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 122
Penelope 2 Book
Queen Wall Bed with Sofa, Desk, or Dining Table Options

The Penelope 2 Book is a queen-size wall bed with an interior storage compartment, and more than 16 linear feet of shelving. Featuring concealed pistons and a patented soft-open/close mechanism, vertically-opening Penelope 2 Book is available with several options, including a sofa (see page 22 for more information about the sofa), an integrated, pivoting desk, (see page 52 for more information about the desk) or a dining table (see page 54 for more information about the table).

Penelope 2 Book Features
- Penelope 2 Book Sofa is a freestanding system
- Includes 16 linear feet of shelving and storage compartment
- Interior LED lighting available
- Padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 123
Circe
Horizontally Opening Queen Wall Bed

Less than 14" deep when closed, Circe is a horizontally-opening wall bed system featuring a queen-size bed, concealed pistons, and a patented soft-open/close mechanism, and optional padded, folding headboard. The two shelves above the bed can be omitted to accommodate lower ceiling heights.

Circe Features
- 14 linear feet of shelving
- Customizable height
- Optional folding headboard
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 124
Circe Board is a horizontally-opening queen-size wall bed featuring a seven-foot desk and optional folding, padded headboard. The unique pivoting desk mechanism allows the desk to remain level as the bed opens, so items on the surface can stay in place even after the bed is open. Concealed pistons and patented soft-open/close mechanism allows the bed to open and close with ease, while the two shelves above the bed can be omitted to accommodate lower ceiling heights.

Circe Board Features
- 14 linear feet of shelving
- Customizable height
- Optional folding headboard
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options.
Penelope 2 Board
Queen Wall Bed with Desk

Penelope 2 Board is a vertically-opening queen-size wall bed with concealed pistons and a patented soft-open/close mechanism. Featuring an integrated five-foot desk, the unique pivoting mechanism allows the desk to remain level as the bed opens, so items on the surface can stay in place even after the bed is open. Also available in a motorized version or as Penelope 2 Book Board with an interior storage compartment and more than 16 linear feet of shelving. (see page 46 for more information about the Book option)

Penelope 2 Board Features
- Available with interior bookshelf (Penelope 2 Book Board)
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 125
Penelope 2 Dining
Queen Wall Bed with Table

Penelope 2 Dining is a queen-size wall bed featuring an integrated table that can comfortably seat up to four for dining, or can be used as a desk. Penelope 2 Dining boasts concealed pistons and a patented soft-open/close bed mechanism, while the table folds away when more floor space is required. Available in a motorized version or as Penelope 2 Book Dining with an interior storage compartment and more than 16 linear feet of shelving. (see page 46 for more information about the Book option)

Penelope 2 Dining Features
- Motorized version available
- Available with interior bookshelf (Penelope 2 Book Dining)
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 126

Penelope 2 Dining
Queen Wall Bed/Penelope 2 Dining
Think Beyond the Floor Plan
Kali is a horizontally-opening wall bed available in a single or intermediate size. Kali is the length of a Twin XL, making it ideal for children, teens, and adults. Less than 14" deep when closed, Kali features concealed pistons, a patented soft-open/close mechanism, and is available with an optional folding, padded headboard.

Kali Features
- Available in single or intermediate size
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional folding headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and storage systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 127
Kali Board
Horizontally Opening Single or Intermediate Size
Wall Bed with Desk

Kali Board is a horizontally-opening single or intermediate-size wall bed with an integrated seven-foot desk, concealed pistons, a patented soft-open/close mechanism, and optional folding, padded headboard. The unique pivoting desk mechanism allows the desk to remain level as the bed opens, so items on the surface can stay in place even after the bed is open. Kali Board is the length of a Twin XL, making it ideal for children, teens, and adults.

Kali Board Features
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional folding headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 128

Queen Wall Bed/Kali Board

ResourceFurniture.com
Kali Sofa
Horizontally Opening Single or Intermediate Size
Wall Bed with Sofa

Kali Sofa is a freestanding, horizontally-opening wall bed available in either a single or intermediate size. Kali Sofa features an integrated seven-foot, bench-seat sofa with a choice of two sofa styles and two arm widths, concealed pistons, and a patented, soft-open/close mechanism. Kali Sofa is the length of a Twin XL, making it ideal for children, teens, and adults.

Kali Sofa Features
- Freestanding system
- Available in two sofa styles and two arm widths
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional folding headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings and additional arm styles see page 129
Kali Ponte
Single Wall Bed with Storage, Plus Sofa or Desk Options

Kali Ponte is a horizontally-opening, single wall bed featuring deep hanging or shelf storage above the bed, plus more than 14 linear feet of interior shelving. With concealed pistons and a patented soft-open/close mechanism, Kali Ponte is available in two heights, and can be ordered with a pivoting seven-foot desk (see page 60 for more information about the desk) or seven-foot long bench-seat sofa (see page 60 for more information about the sofa).

Kali Ponte Features
- Available in two heights
- 80-94 cubic feet of interior storage
- Sofa available in two arm widths and two sofa styles
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional folding headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

KALI PONTE KALI PONTE BOARD KALI PONTE SOFA

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 130
Altea
Single or Intermediate Size Wall Bed

Altea is a vertically-opening wall bed available in a single or intermediate size. Altea is the length of a Twin XL, making it ideal for children, teens, and adults. Less than 14” deep when closed, Altea features hidden pistons, a patented soft-open/close mechanism, and can be ordered with an optional padded headboard. Altea is also available as Altea Book (see page 68 for more information about the Book option), which features a deep, interior storage compartment for bedding, along with interior shelving.

Altea Features
- Available in single or intermediate size
- Available with interior bookshelf (Altea Book)
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 131
Altea Book
Single or Intermediate Wall Bed with Sofa, Desk, or Table Options

The Altea Book is a vertically-opening, single- or intermediate-size wall bed with an interior storage compartment for bedding and generous interior shelving. Utilizing a patented soft-open/close mechanism with concealed pistons, Altea Book is available with several options, including a sofa (see page 74 for more information about the sofa), an integrated, pivoting desk (see page 72 for more information about the desk), and a work table (see page 76 for more information about the table).

Altea Book Features
- Desk, table, or sofa option available
- Sofa available in two arm widths
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 153

Altea Book Features
- Desk, table, or sofa option available
- Sofa available in two arm widths
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options
Altea Book
Single or Intermediate Wall Bed with Sofa, Desk, or Table Options

The Altea Book is a vertically-opening, single- or intermediate-size wall bed with an interior storage compartment for bedding and generous interior shelving. Utilizing a patented soft-open/close mechanism with concealed pistons, Altea Book is available with several options, including a sofa (see page 74 for more information about the sofa), an integrated, pivoting desk (see page 72 for more information about the desk), and a work table (see page 76 for more information about the table).

Altea Book Features
- Desk, table, or sofa option available
- Sofa available in two arm widths
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 133

Altea Book Features
- Desk, table, or sofa option available
- Sofa available in two arm widths
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options
Altea Board
Single or Intermediate Wall Bed with Desk

Altea Board is a vertically-opening wall bed featuring an integrated desk and single- or intermediate-size bed with hidden pistons and a patented soft open/close. The unique pivoting desk mechanism allows the desk to remain level as the bed opens, so items on the surface can stay in place even after the bed is open. Also available as Altea Book Board featuring an interior storage compartment and generous shelving. (see page 68 for more information about the Book option)

Altea Board Features
- Available in single or intermediate size
- Available with interior bookshelf (Altea Book)
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 132
Altea Sofa

Single or Intermediate Wall Bed with Sofa

Altea Sofa is a vertically-opening, freestanding wall bed featuring a single- or intermediate-size bed and integrated bench-seat sofa with loose back cushions. Utilizing a patented soft-open/close mechanism with concealed pistons, Altea Sofa is available in two arm widths, and can be ordered as Altea Book Sofa, which includes an interior storage compartment and generous shelving. (see page 68 for more information about the Book option)

Altea Sofa Features
- Freestanding system
- Available in 2 arm widths
- Available in single or intermediate size
- Available with interior bookshelf (Altea Book)
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 133
Altea Work
Single or Intermediate Wall Bed with Table

Altea Work is a single- or intermediate-size wall bed featuring an integrated table that can comfortably seat up to four for dining, or can be used as a desk. The table folds up vertically when more floor space is required. Utilizing a patented soft-open/close mechanism with concealed pistons, Altea Work is also available as Altea Book Work with an interior storage compartment and generous shelving. (see page 68 for more information about the Book option.)

Altea Work Features
- Available in single or intermediate size
- Available with interior bookshef (Altea Book)
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 132
Cabrio
Single Wall Bed with Desk

The Cabrio is a freestanding, horizontally-opening, single-size wall bed featuring an integrated writing desk. The unique lifting desk mechanism enables items on the desk to remain in place while the bed is open. A wide variety of coordinating storage modules offering both closed and open storage are also available.

Cabrio Features
- Modular closed and open storage options available
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings and other configurations see page 136

The Cabrio features a freestanding, horizontally-opening single-size wall bed with an integrated writing desk. The unique lifting desk mechanism ensures that items on the desk remain in place while the bed is open. A wide variety of coordinating storage modules, offering both closed and open storage, are also available.

Cabrio Features:
- Modular closed and open storage options
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options.

Dimensions: For larger drawings and other configurations, see page 136.

The Cabrio is a freestanding, horizontally-opening single-size wall bed featuring an integrated writing desk. The unique lifting desk mechanism enables items on the desk to remain in place while the bed is open. A wide variety of coordinating storage modules offering both closed and open storage are also available.

Cabrio Features:
- Modular closed and open storage options
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options.

Dimensions: For larger drawings and other configurations, see page 136.

The Cabrio is a freestanding, horizontally-opening single-size wall bed featuring an integrated writing desk. The unique lifting desk mechanism enables items on the desk to remain in place while the bed is open. A wide variety of coordinating storage modules offering both closed and open storage are also available.

Cabrio Features:
- Modular closed and open storage options
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options.

Dimensions: For larger drawings and other configurations, see page 136.

The Cabrio is a freestanding, horizontally-opening single-size wall bed featuring an integrated writing desk. The unique lifting desk mechanism enables items on the desk to remain in place while the bed is open. A wide variety of coordinating storage modules offering both closed and open storage are also available.

Cabrio Features:
- Modular closed and open storage options
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options.

Dimensions: For larger drawings and other configurations, see page 136.

The Cabrio is a freestanding, horizontally-opening single-size wall bed featuring an integrated writing desk. The unique lifting desk mechanism enables items on the desk to remain in place while the bed is open. A wide variety of coordinating storage modules offering both closed and open storage are also available.

Cabrio Features:
- Modular closed and open storage options
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options.

Dimensions: For larger drawings and other configurations, see page 136.

The Cabrio is a freestanding, horizontally-opening single-size wall bed featuring an integrated writing desk. The unique lifting desk mechanism enables items on the desk to remain in place while the bed is open. A wide variety of coordinating storage modules offering both closed and open storage are also available.

Cabrio Features:
- Modular closed and open storage options
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options.

Dimensions: For larger drawings and other configurations, see page 136.
Just-right Solutions for an Elevated Lifestyle
Kali Duo
Transforming Bunk Bed

Kali Duo is a twin XL-size bunk bed with a locking ladder, padded, folding headboard on the lower bunk, and a padded upper safety barrier and additional storage compartment on the top bunk. Less than 14” deep when closed, Kali Duo features concealed pistons, a patented soft-open/close mechanism, and a tilting upper bunk that allows bedding to be easily changed.

Kali Duo Features
- Padded barrier on upper bunk
- Folding headboard on lower bunk
- Adjustable ladder
- Upper storage
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 137
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Queen Wall Bed/Kali Duo 83
Living Small with Kids? Don’t Upsize, Adapt.

Parents Alison and Trevor know a thing or two about small-space cohabitation

Alison and Trevor Mazurek were perfectly happy in their 600 square foot, one-bedroom, one-bathroom Vancouver apartment. Small as it was, it had gorgeous lofted ceilings, an outdoor patio, tons of natural light, and an unbeatable location right in the heart of the city, near Vancouver’s trendy restaurants and boutiques. But as the family grew, they were faced with a choice all too familiar to many young couples — would they upsize to accommodate their new additions, or stay and learn to cohabit in 600 square feet?

When their first baby, Theo, arrived on the scene, Alison and Trevor were certain that their days in the tiny apartment with the big, beautiful windows and high ceilings were numbered. Without space for a proper nursery, Theo slept in a mini crib in the living room for the first few months of life. But the couple quickly grew tired of tiptoeing around the baby in the dark — they decided they needed their home back, even if it was only a temporary living arrangement. They gave Theo the lone bedroom, and installed a Penelope 2 queen-size wall bed from Resource Furniture in an area off the kitchen, which became their bedroom. The dining table was moved to the kitchen, where it would be put to better use.

“Living small has informed my role as a parent in quite a few ways, like valuing time over things, getting outside and using our city as our backyard” – Alison

To the couple’s surprise, what started as a temporary solution to their space problem became a lasting investment in both their home’s functionality and in their overall quality of life. By strategically incorporating transforming furniture, Alison and Trevor found that their family could not only manage in a small apartment, but actually thrive in it. Their queen wall bed folded up during the day, allowing room for a spacious sectional where the couple could stay up late, listen to music, and entertain friends. Meanwhile, baby Theo had his own dedicated space to sleep, play and grow.

Then came baby number 2 — daughter Mae — and once again, Alison and Trevor heard the familiar refrain: “But surely you’ll need to move, now!” Just like before, the family was fairly sure that a move would eventually be in order; but the now-family of four was willing to stick it out and give it a try. Alison and Trevor watched as their babies grew and hit milestone after milestone, unimpeded by space, and they realized that upsizing was not, in fact, an inevitability. Rather than leave their beloved apartment, they decided to install a second wall bed system in the kids’ shared bedroom — this time, a Kali Duo bunk wall bed. Theo and Mae can fold away their bunk beds in the daytime, and use the room as their playroom.
Kali Duo Board
Transforming Bunk Bed with Desk

Kali Duo Board is a twin XL-size bunk bed with a seven-foot long desk, padded, folding headboard on the lower bunk, and locking ladder, padded upper safety barrier, and additional storage compartment on the top bunk. The unique pivoting desk mechanism allows the desk to remain level as the lower bed opens, so items on the surface can stay in place even after the bed is open. Kali Duo Board features concealed pistons, a patented soft-open/close mechanism, and a tilting upper bunk that allows bedding to be easily changed.

Kali Duo Board Features
- Padded barrier on upper bunk
- Folding headboard on lower bunk
- Adjustable ladder
- Upper storage
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options.

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 137.
Kali Duo Sofa
Transforming Bunk Bed with Sofa

Kali Duo Sofa is a twin XL-size bunk bed with a seven-foot long bench-seat sofa with two sofa styles and two arm width options to select from. Kali Duo Sofa features a locking ladder, concealed pistons, a patented soft-open/close mechanism, and a tilting upper bunk that allows bedding to be easily changed, as well as a padded, folding headboard on the lower bunk, a padded upper safety barrier and additional storage compartment on the top bunk.

Kali Duo Sofa Features
- Sofa available in two sofa styles and two arm widths
- Freestanding system
- Padded barrier on upper bunk
- Folding headboard on lower bunk
- Adjustable ladder
- Upper storage
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options
Our Premium Mattress Collection

Our luxurious Mattress Collection, crafted exclusively for our Clei wall beds, is made in Italy by Magniflex, Italy’s largest mattress manufacturer for more than 50 years. Guided by a commitment to the finest quality sleep, the health and wellbeing of the client, product innovation, and environmental responsibility, each mattress in the collection has earned the prestigious OEKO-TEX certification, the most stringent third-party certification available, guaranteeing that there are no harmful substances contained in the mattress.

Designed to maximize comfort and health, our premium mattresses feature water-expanded foams with no petroleum solvents, VOCs, or off-gassing, and are made from 100% non-toxic, biodegradable materials.

Your journey to a better night’s sleep starts with a visit to your nearest showroom. Each mattress is on display for you to experience for yourself, and are usually in stock for quick delivery.

### Highlights
- Hypoallergenic, Antimicrobial, and Optimal Support
- Antimicrobial, Natural, Breathable Fiber, and Customized Comfort
- Dual Core, Thermoregulating, and Customized Comfort
- Dual Core, Organic, Cotton Cover, and Customized Comfort

### Comfort Level
- Smart Safe: Firm
- Bamboo: Medium-Firm
- Smart Comfort: Medium
- Smart Green: Medium-Soft

### Breathability Level
- High

### Cover Material
- Medical Natural Comfort Fabric
- Bamboo Fiber
- Dullastm
- Organic Cotton Fiber

### Padding
- 2cm Memoform + hypo-allergenic Fiber
- Memoform
- Memoform
- GoMemory Aloe Vera

### Core Material
- Magniflex Elioform
- Magniflex Elioform
- Magniflex Eliosoft
- Eco-Green Support Foam

### Thickness
- 7” (18cm)

### OEKO-TEX® Certified
- Yes

### Removeable Cover
- Yes

### Reversible Comfort
- Yes

### Dual Core
- Yes

### 20-year Warranty
- Yes
Home
Reimagined
Adam Tavolo
Horizontally Opening Queen Wall Bed with Desk

Adam Tavolo is a horizontally-opening queen-size wall bed featuring a five-foot fold-down desk and an optional folding, padded headboard. Less than 13” deep when closed, the two shelves above the bed can be omitted to accommodate lower ceiling heights.

Adam Tavolo Features
- 14 linear feet of shelving
- Optional folding headboard
- Customizable height
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 139

Horizontally Opening Queen Wall Bed with Desk
Adam Sofa
Horizontally Opening Queen Wall Bed with Sofa

Adam Sofa is a horizontally-opening wall bed system featuring a queen-size bed and a seven-foot, armless sofa with loose back cushions and an optional folding, padded headboard. The two shelves above the bed can be omitted to accommodate lower ceiling heights.

Adam Sofa Features
- 14 linear feet of shelving
- Optional folding headboard
- Customizable height
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 139
Ulisse Desk
Queen Wall Bed with Desk

Ulisse Desk is a vertically-opening queen wall bed featuring an integrated five-foot long desk. The unique pivoting desk mechanism allows the desk to remain level as the bed opens, so items on the surface can stay in place even after the bed is open.

Ulisse Desk Features
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 140
Ulisse Dining is a queen-size wall bed with an integrated table that can comfortably seat up to four for dining, or can be used as a desk. The unique pivoting table mechanism allows the table to remain level as the bed is opened.

Ulisse Dining Features
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options.
Ulisse Sofa
Queen or Full Wall Bed with Sofa

Ulisse Sofa is a queen or full-size wall bed system with an integrated two-seat, bench-style, armless sofa with two loose back cushions and a powder-coated steel base.

Ulisse Sofa Features
- Available in queen or full size
- Interior LED lighting available
- Optional padded headboard
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options

Dimensions
For larger drawings see page 141
Poppi
Single or Intermediate Wall Bed with Bookshelf and/or Desk

Poppi is a single- or intermediate-size wall bed less than 13” deep when closed. Available with a fold-down desk and/or bookshelves above the bed, a folding padded headboard is also available.

Poppi Features
- Available in single or intermediate size
- Optional bookshelf and/or desk
- Optional folding headboard
- Customizable height
- Interior LED lighting available
- Integrates seamlessly with our shelving and closet systems
- Premium mattress program—see page 91 for mattress information

See page 147 for fabric and finish options
Give your wall bed that finishing touch with a custom-made, padded headboard.

Interior LED lighting options are available for most wall beds. LED wand lighting is available in Brushed Steel or White, and can be included on any wall bed. Touch-control LED lighting is available for all wall beds except LGM and Cabrio.

For maximum functionality, the arm tray cover converts the sofa arm into a convenient side table. Available for Tango Sectional and Tango Sofa only, in three finishes.

See page 143 for dimensions and drawings.

See page 144 for dimensions and drawings.
Live Limitlessly
**Tango Sectional**

**SAMPLE CONFIGURATION**

**DESIGN YOUR OWN TANGO SECTIONAL**

**MODULAR TANGO 198**

- Seat height 15 ¾” | 40cm
- All models available for left or right side directions.
- Modular arrangements must end with an end unit or armrest.
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting, Headboard, Armrest tray.

**MODULAR TANGO 241**

**MODULAR SEATING ELEMENTS**

**WITH OR WITHOUT STORAGE**

**ARM WIDTH OPTIONS**

- Slim Arm = 2 ¼” | 6 cm
- Medium Arm = 7” | 18 cm
- Wide Arm = 9 ¼” | 25 cm

**Tango Sofa**

**TANGO 223**

- Seat height 15 ¾” | 40cm
- Tango 270 available for left or right side direction.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Armrest tray.
- Headboard upholstered in fabric or leather
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.

**TANGO 270**

- Seat height 15 ¾” | 40cm
- All models available for left or right side directions.
- Modular arrangements must end with an end unit or armrest.
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting, Headboard, Armrest tray.

**ARM WIDTH OPTIONS**

- Slim Arm = 2 ¼” | 6 cm
- Medium Arm = 7” | 18 cm
- Wide Arm = 9 ¼” | 25 cm

**OVERALL WIDTHS**

- Slim Arm = 72 ¾” | 185 cm
- Medium Arm = 82 ¾” | 210 cm
- Wide Arm = 87 ¾” | 223 cm

- Slim Arm = 91 ¼” | 232 cm
- Medium Arm = 100 ¼” | 256 cm
- Wide Arm = 106 ¼” | 270 cm
Oslo Sofa

- Seat height 15 1/2” | 40cm
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Headboard upholstered in fabric or leather.

Oslo Sectional

- Seat height 15 1/2” | 40cm
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Headboard upholstered in fabric or leather.
Penelope 2 Sofa

- Seat height 15 ¾" | 40cm
- Available in motorized version.
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Headboard upholstered in fabric or leather.

Circe Sofa

- Seat height 15 ¾" | 40cm
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Flip-up headboard.
Swing Sectional

- Seat height 14 ½” | 37cm
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Headboard upholstered in fabric or leather.

Swing 0

- Seat height 14 ½” | 37cm
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Headboard upholstered in fabric or leather.
Nuovoliola 10

- Seat height 15 7/8" | 40cm
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Headboard upholstered in fabric or leather.

Ito

- Seat height 15 7/8" | 40cm
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Headboard upholstered in fabric or leather.
Ella & Louis

- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.

LGM

- Standard: extending night table.
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Headboard upholstered in fabric or leather.
Penelope 2

- Available in motorized version.
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes and wood veneer finishes.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Headboard upholstered in fabric or leather.

Penelope 2 Book

- Available in motorized version.
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes and wood veneer finishes.
- Interior LED lighting.
Circe

- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Flip-up headboard.

Penelope 2 Board

- Available in motorized version.
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes and wood veneer finishes.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Headboard upholstered in fabric or leather.
Penelope 2 Dining

- Available in motorized version.
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes and wood veneer finishes.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Headboard upholstered in fabric or leather.

Kali

- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Flip-up headboard.
Kali Board

- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Flip-up headboard.

Kali Sofa

- Seat height 15 ¾" | 40cm
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Flip-up headboard.
- Wide arm: 6 ½" | 160 cm.
Kali Ponte

- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Flip-up headboard.

Altea 90

- Book versions: bed casing depth of 24 3/4" | 62.3cm with 3 interior shelves.
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
Altea 120

- Book versions: bed casing depth of 24 1/2" | 62.3cm with 3 interior shelves.
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.

Altea 90 Book

- Standard versions: bed casing depth of 13 3/4" | 35cm no interior shelves.
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
Altea 120 Book

- Standard versions: bed casing depth of 13 3/4" | 35cm no interior shelves.
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.

Altea Sofa

- Book versions: bed casing depth of 24 7/8" | 62.3cm with 3 interior shelves.
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
Cabrio

- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.

Kali Duo

- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Available without upper tilt-up door (height of 76 ¼” | 194.3cm)
- Interior LED lighting.
- Flip-up headboard.
Kali Duo Sofa

- Seat height 15 ¾" | 40cm
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Available without upper tilt-up door (height of 76 ½" | 194.3cm)
- Interior LED lighting.
- Flip-up headboard.

Adam

- Seat height 17" | 4.33cm
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Flip-up headboard.
Ulisse

- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, and wood veneer finishes.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Headboard upholstered in fabric or leather.

Ulisse Sofa

- Seat height 16 1/4” | 41.3 cm
- Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
- Interior LED lighting.
- Headboard upholstered in fabric or leather.
Poppi

• Components available in a wide variety of VOC-free matte lacquers, melamine finishes, wood veneer finishes, fabrics, and leathers.
• Interior LED lighting.

Headboards

• Headboards available in a wide variety of fabrics and leather.

ULISSE / PENEOPE:
T 3’ / 38.1 CM ABOVE STRUCTURE FLOOR

LOMO:
T 4” / 40.6 CM ABOVE STRUCTURE FLOOR

TELEMACO 90 / ALTEA 90:
T 3’ / 38.1 CM ABOVE STRUCTURE FLOOR

TELEMACO 120 / ALTEA 120:
T 3’ / 38.1 CM ABOVE STRUCTURE FLOOR

ULISSE 156:
T 3’ / 38.1 CM ABOVE STRUCTURE FLOOR

SWING / TANGO / NUOVOLOLA / OSLO / ITO / ATOLL
2’ / 60.9 CM ABOVE STRUCTURE FLOOR
**Wand Light**

- **3"**
- **5¼"**
- **11¼"**

**Touch-Control LED**

- **1¼"**
- **1½"**
- **3½"**
- **8¼"**
- **8½"**

**FINISHES**

- Brushed Steel
- White
Home Transformed
A wide selection of fabrics are available. Visit each product page online for available fabrics.

**Fabrics**

- Nuvola
- Caffe
- Muschio
- Marocco
- Tibet
- Mango
- Ametista
- Peonia

**Melamine**

- Melamine Bianco
- Perla Melamine
- Tortora Melamine
- Cemento Melamine

**Wood Veneer**

- Smoked Oak
- Wavy Walnut

**Dialux**

- Glossy Dialux

Renderings generated for reference only – finishes may be altered by monitor and printer limitations. Final finish selections to be made using physical samples.

**Matte Lacquer**

- Water-based, VOC-Free

Dover  |  Talco  |  Sand  |  Canapa  |  Nuvola  

Argilla  |  Fango  |  Deserto  |  Salvia  |  Ardesia  

Caffe  |  Onice  |  Alluminio  |  Lavagna  |  Cipria  

Terra Cotta  |  Abisso  |  Indio  |  Timo  |  Danubio  

Azzurro Polvere  |  Capri  |  Baltico  |  Spring  |  Kiwi  

Muschio  |  Bosco  |  Nettare  |  Orzo  |  Holland  

Tibet  |  Mango  |  Marocco  |  Ametista  |  Peonia  

ResourceFurniture.com